Abstract-Applications require the composition of resources to execute in a grid computing environment. The Grid Service Providers (GSPs), the owners of the computational resources, must form Virtual Organizations (VOs) to be able to provide the composite resource. We consider grids as self-organizing systems composed of autonomous, self-interested GSPs that will organize themselves into VOs with every GSP having the objective of maximizing its profit. Using game theory, we formulate the resource composition among GSPs as a coalition formation problem and propose a framework based on cooperation structures to model it. Using this framework, we propose a resource management system that supports the VO formation among GSPs in a grid computing system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Grid computing is the preferred computational platform of choice for collaborative, resource intensive applications which are typical in the domains of science and engineering [1] . There are two classes of participants in the grid, the users and the service providers. The users submit applications to be executed. The service providers, who are geographically distributed over the world, provide and operate resources to execute programs. Each provider has its own administrative domain and thus it is largely autonomous.
Applications require the composition of resources owned by several Grid Service Providers (GSPs). Service providers will form Virtual Organizations (VOs) [1] to provide the necessary resources on a dynamic, per application basis. The VO may dissolve as soon as the application has completed execution. Execution results in the service providers incurring costs (e.g., power, administrators wages and time). If we assume that the service providers are rational (self-interested and welfaremaximizing), they will refuse to offer their resources unless they can recover their costs.
The rationality assumption permits analysis by economic models. Of particular interest are coalitional games, which are studied in game theory. Coalitional games model the interactions between groups of decision-makers. In this case the decision-makers are the service providers. The service providers form VOs in such a way that each provider maximizes its own profit. The VOs provide the composite resource needed to execute applications.
A VO is traditionally conceived for the sharing of resources, but it can also represent a business model [1] . In this work, a VO is a coalition of GSPs who desire to maximize their individual profits and are largely indifferent about the global welfare.
In this paper we examine VO formation using models from coalitional game theory. We assume that a grid user submits a program and a specification consisting of a deadline and payment. A VO will form and execute the program. If the VO completes the program before the deadline, the VO will be paid; otherwise, the VO incurs the cost of execution. A GSP attempts to form a VO with other GSPs that maximizes its profit. But this is not simple as for n service providers, there are 2 n potential VOs in which a GSP can be part of. Further complicating the matter is that computing the worth of a coalition of GSPs requires determining a mapping that assigns application tasks to providers. This problem is known to be NP-hard. This process clearly takes an exponential amount of time and it makes completing the application before its deadline difficult. Consequently, a service provider cannot possibly compute the worth of all coalitions and thus has limited information to base its decision. It is likely that service providers will employ heuristics to expedite the process. These heuristics would be held private as they give providers significant economic advantages over the others. The advantage is only gained though, if others can be convinced to form the preferred coalition. This can be readily done by disclosing the coalition and its mapping.
Using the model that we developed, we propose a resource management system, the Virtual Organization Formation Manager (VOFM), to support VO formation among GSPs. The system is a middleware component which is supported by the grid implementation. The VOFM would be replicated across the grid, allowing users and GSPs to interact with local copies. The VOFM provides support for exchanging mappings and other information between GSPs to facilitate the VO formation process. Out of the set of resulting VOs, it selects the one that will execute the program.
A. Our Contributions
We model the Virtual Organization (VO) formation as a coalition formation problem. We use Myerson's cooperation structures [2] as the underlying coalition formation model. Coalition formation requires determining the value of various coalitions. GSPs will employ heuristics in determining these values. We design one such heuristic that can be used by the GSPs. It is likely that GSPs will derive different heuristics that benefit themselves and consequently, they would be unwilling to share them. We examine this situation and show that GSPs can benefit from different heuristics if they share the results. Finally, we propose a resource management system that facilitates VO formation by providing the necessary structures for GSP information control and exchange.
B. Related Work
An important research topic in grid computing is the formation of virtual organizations. A Virtual Organization (VO) is an alliance among GSPs to collaborate and to pool their resources to compute large scale applications [1] . VO requirements for a grid architecture are discussed in [3] . Dynamic VO formation among autonomous agents and the management of such VOs are examined in [4] . VO formation in the CONOISE project is described in [5] . Furthermore, [6] describes the mechanisms for supporting dynamic VO formation and operation in CONOISE-G. VO formation requires resource discovery, which is a time consuming process. In [7] , agents offering similar resources or composite resources form communities that are registered with the resource discovery service, thus, minimizing discovery costs. Coalitional game theory can be used to model VO formation among GSPs. Coalitional game theory examines the interactions between groups of decision makers. A good reference for coalitional game theory is [8] . One topic of interest is coalition formation, the partitioning of players into disjoint sets. There are many models of coalition formation (e.g., [9] , [10] ), but we are particularly interested in Myerson's cooperation structures [2] . Much research on coalition formation has been conducted in the multi-agent systems area for wide assortment of problems including distributed artificial intelligence [11] and service composition [12] . Further research has been conducted on task allocation and resource composition. Shehory and Kraus [13] proposed a distributed decision processing system in which the processing agents partition themselves into subsets with the goal of minimizing the ratio between coalition cost and coalition size. A taxonomy and classification of task allocation problems is given in [14] . For each class, a welfare-maximizing algorithm is proposed and its complexity analyzed. In [15] , agents exchange idle time for the purpose of compositing resources to execute tasks. A simple non-game theoretic approach to coalitional formation in computational grids is proposed in [16] . Finally, machine learning techniques are employed to optimize coalition efficiency in [17] . Non-cooperative game theory was used to study the problem of scheduling tasks on parallel machines in [18] , [19] . Several researchers have applied market-based approaches to resource allocation in grid computing [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] . Grosu and Das [24] investigated the benefits of various types of auction-based allocation protocols. Grosu [25] proposed an architecture for strategyproof resource allocation in grids. 
C. Organization
This paper is structured as follows. In Section II we introduce the main concepts of coalitional game theory. In Section III we define the model that is employed throughout the paper. In Section IV we propose a framework and a model of coalition formation based on cooperation structures. In Section V we propose a resource management system to support VO formation in grid computing based on the proposed coalition formation framework. Finally, we draw conclusions and present future directions in Section VI.
II. COALITIONAL GAME THEORY
In this section we introduce the main concepts of coalitional game theory that are employed in this paper. Coalitional game theory studies the interactions between groups of decisionmakers (the players).
A coalitional game comprises a set of players, N of cardinality n. Every subset S of N , where S is a coalition, has a value or worth given by the characteristic function v(S). The value can be thought of as the profit obtained when the members of a coalition work as a group. We formally define a coalitional game as follows.
Definition 1 (Coalitional game): 1 A coalitional game (v, N ) is characterized by the player set N and the characteristic function v : S ⊆ N → R + such that v(∅) = 0. An important problem in coalitional game theory is coalition formation. Coalition formation is the partitioning of the players into disjoint sets. The set of coalitions, S = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S k }, is such that each player is a member of exactly one coalition, i.e., S i ∩ S j = ∅ for all i and j where i = j and Si∈S S i = N .
There are several models of coalition formation. One model is coalitional structures [9] ; another model is cooperation structures [26] , [2] , which we discuss in detail in Section IV. The coalition formation under cooperation structures is represented as an extensive-form game. In an extensive-form game (or simply extensive game), the players take turns playing the game.
An extensive game can be modeled as a topological tree where the interior nodes are turns, the edges are actions, and the leafs are the outcomes of the game. The outcomes are represented as tuples; the i-th entry of an outcome is Player i's profit. The move of the first player is depicted at the root of the tree. As an example, Figure 1 depicts a 2-player, 2-turn game, where Player 1 moves first, followed by Player 2. Player 2 can observe the action of Player 1 (thus, this game is of perfect information). To solve such games, we use the concept of subgame perfect equilibria. Nodes X, Y , and Z are subgames of the complete game depicted in Figure 1 . A solution is a subgame perfect equilibrium when no player can do better by changing her action for any subgame, when all the other players' actions are unchanged. Player 2 must choose either L or R for each of the subgames Y and Z. For subgame Y , she chooses R and for Z, she chooses L which are the actions that maximize her profit. Player 1 knows which actions Player 2 will choose due to the rationality assumption. Therefore, she chooses action B which leads to a profit of 4 units instead of A which only achieves 1 unit of profit. We have identified the actions that are subgame perfect by thick, solid lines in Figure 1 . The procedure we used to determine the subgame perfect equilibria is called backward induction. Let the length of the subgame be the largest number of actions needed to reach a leaf. By convention, the length of terminal subgames (nodes Y and Z in Figure 1 ) is one. Backward induction computes the equilibria for subgames of length ℓ to compute the equilibria of games of length ℓ + 1. Backward induction gives a set of strategy profiles. A strategy profile gives the action taken for each and every subgame in an extensive game. Each strategy profile determines an outcome, but different strategy profiles need not determine unique outcomes.
In the next sections we present a model for grid computing comprising autonomous service providers and show how the service providers will form VOs to execute programs.
III. MODEL
A user has an application program T = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T n } comprising n independent tasks that she desires to have executed to completion before deadline d. A set of grid service providers, G = {G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G m }, provides resources for executing programs. We assume that each service provider is autonomous and it behaves rationally (self-interested and welfare-maximizing). Furthermore, we assume that each service provider G j , for j = 1, 2, . . . , m, owns and operates a single machine. The machines owned by GSPs form a network of heterogeneous, unrelated machines. The cost function, c : T × G → R + , gives the cost of executing each task T ∈ T when assigned to each service provider G ∈ G. Additionally, the function t : T × G → R + gives the execution time of each task when assigned to each GSP. It is assumed that once a task is assigned to a GSP it is executed to completion on the machine owned by that GSP, i.e., the task is neither preempted nor migrated. Techniques such as code profiling [27] and statistical prediction [28] can be used to estimate task execution times. The user submits the program, deadline d, cost function c, and execution time function t to the grid resource manager.
The user experiences an increase in welfare, ∆W , for having the program completed. She is willing to pay P , such that P ≤ ∆W , if the program is executed to completion by deadline d. If the program execution exceeds d, the user does not experience a welfare increase (i.e., ∆W = 0) and thus, is not willing to pay any amount (i.e., P = 0) as she is rational.
As was stated above, GSPs incur cost for executing tasks. Service providers form VOs in order to have the necessary capacity to execute the program and more importantly, maximize their profits. The profit is simply defined as the difference between payment P and execution costs. In our model we represent VOs as coalitions of GSPs. 2 For each coalition S, where S ⊆ G, there exists a mapping π S : T → S, which assigns task T ∈ T to service provider G ∈ S. The costs incurred for executing the program T on S under mapping π S is given by
where σ S (T, G) is an indicator such that
The execution time of the program is given by its makespan (i.e., completion time) as induced by the mapping π S . The execution time is given by
Each GSP has the objective of determining the coalition in which it is a member and where it will receive the greatest profit. The money earned by the coalition is divided in some fashion among its members. Even if a coalition has low costs, it may be unattractive due to its low profit margins. We formalize this scenario as a coalitional game (v, N ), where the player set N is the set of GSPs G. The characteristic function v is then defined as
where |S| is the cardinality of S. Note that v(S) satisfies the constraint v(∅) = 0. Now the question is how the profit will be divided among the members of a coalition. Traditionally, the Shapley value [29] , [30] would be employed, but computing the Shapley value requires iterating over every partition of a coalition, an exponential time endeavor. If we assume that all members remain in the coalition until the program is completed, the equal sharing of the profit among members seems justifiable. Equal sharing has been successfully used in other systems where tractability is critical (e.g., [13] ).
As we have stated above the welfare-maximizing GSP will determine its coalition by considering the profit it earns and not the coalition value. Therefore, a service provider G determines its preferred coalition S by solving:
subject to:
and G ∈ S.
In the above, (5) is G's profit maximizing objective subject to the constraints that the program is completed before the deadline (6) , and that G is a member of the coalition (7) . In this section we discussed the motivations and presented the model for coalition formation. Next, we discuss the VO formation process.
IV. VIRTUAL ORGANIZATION FORMATION
In this section we investigate the virtual organization formation process considering the coalitional game model proposed in Section III. A GSP must choose which VO to form (or it can decide to form a VO consisting just of itself). Since the GSP is self-interested, it will choose to form a VO where it maximizes its profit. As in the previous section, we will use the term coalition when we refer to VO.
Computing the best coalition S requires determining the mapping π S . Assume for the moment that determining the mapping is tractable. Service provider G computes its profit for each of the potential 2 m−1 coalitions where it can be a member and then chooses the coalition S that maximizes its own profit, i.e., G's preferred coalition is S = arg max S⊆G v(S)/|S|. Note that there may exist coalitions such as S ′ with greater values than G's choice, but these coalitions do not maximize
Determining a preferred coalition is further complicated by the fact that coalition formation is a non-cooperative process. The following example illustrates why. Let G determine its preferred coalition as S and let S contain GSP G ′ . Similarly, G ′ determines its preferred coalition as S ′ , but S ′ does not contain G as a member. The question is will G and G ′ be members of the same coalition or will they be members of different coalitions? These issues are resolved by the appropriate coalition formation model.
One model of coalition formation is coalition structures [9] . Another approach to coalition formation and the one we choose, is based on Myerson's cooperation structure (or cooperation graph) [2] , [26] . In the cooperation structure model coalitions form by building links between pairs of GSPs. A link signifies that the service providers can carry on direct negotiations within a coalition. When instantiating a link, both GSPs must agree to the link or the link is not created. The link outcome is announced to all. Once a link is formed, it cannot be broken (the links are enforced by binding contracts). As Before link building commences, an order of rule is announced that specifies the order in which links can be built. We are assuming a fully connected network, thus the order of rule contains the n(n−1)/2 possible links. Another consequence of the fully connected network is that each member of a coalition will have a link to every other member of that coalition [26] .
We now provide a simple example of coalition formation. Let G = {G 1 , G 2 , G 3 } and the resulting v(S) be
The order of rule is
is decided first. We examine the case in which GSP G 1 and G 2 form a link, each obtaining 10 units of profit. If G 2 builds the link to G 3 , its profit will correspondingly reduce from 10 to 8 units. Thus, G 2 will reject forming this link. Similarly, G 1 will reject forming the link to G 3 . Thus the final coalitions are S = {S 1 , S 2 }, where S 1 = {G 1 , G 2 } and S 2 = {G 3 }. This example has another potential coalition set that is discussed in the following.
The service providers are assumed to be farsighted when deciding which coalition to form. A GSP decides on a link not on the present level of profit but on the profit of the coalition when formation completes. The formation can be modeled as an extensive game in which each "turn" is given by the order of rule. Solving for subgame perfection by backward induction determines what the final coalitions will appear as. The tree in Figure 2 represents the coalition formation game with v(S) as given in (8) and the order of rule as
In the figure F signifies "the link is formed" and NF signifies "the link is not formed". The outcomes are represented as tuples, where the i-th position is G i 's profit. The actions represent forming a link between pairs of GSPs. During a turn, the involved GSPs decide whether to form the link. Both GSPs must agree to the link to have it formed; if either GSP refuses, the link is not formed. There are four subgames with the action of forming a link between G 3 and G 1 . Beginning with the left most subgame, forming or not forming the link results in the same outcome of (8, 8, 8) . So the link may or may not be formed. In the second subgame from the left, G 1 will reject building a link and thus earn a better outcome ((10, 10, 0)) than if the link was formed ((8, 8, 8) ). In the the third subgame, G 3 will reject the link request as there already exists a link between it and G 2 . In the last subgame, both G 1 and G 3 agree to the link. Now looking at the left subgame regarding the formation of a link between G 2 and G 3 , G 2 will choose not to form the link as it leads to the better outcome of (10, 10, 0). In the right subgame, G 2 and G 3 agree to the link as it results in outcome (0, 10, 10). But if the link is rejected, G 3 can still make the same profit by linking with G 1 . In the topmost subgame located at the root of the tree, G 1 and G 2 have the option of forming a link. If the link is not formed, G 1 can link with G 3 or G 2 will link with G 3 . There are six strategy profiles for the game, leading to two coalition sets of {{G 1 G 2 }, {G 3 }} and {{G 1 G 3 }, {G 2 }}.
Up to this point we have assumed that computing an optimal mapping π S in terms of cost is tractable. It is known, though, that the problem is NP-hard for m ≥ 2 [31] . To determine the optimal coalition, a farsighted service provider would be required to evaluate an optimal mapping for all 2 m coalitions. This, by its very nature, would require exponential time. When a program is released, a substantial amount of time would be spent just on choosing a coalition, which certainly reduces the probability of successfully completing the program before its deadline. Traditionally, most research focused on minimizing the makespan of the program. The heuristic Longest Process Time (LPT) in which the tasks are ordered by non-increasing execution time and then scheduled using list scheduling has been shown to be a good approximation of the makespan in both identical [32] and uniform machine environments [33] . For unrelated machine environments, [34] provides an algorithm that is characterized by polynomial time complexity. Deadline scheduling heuristics such as Earliest Deadline First (EDF) appear to be inappropriate as they only consider the number of tasks completed before deadline and not the costs of the assignments. Deadline scheduling is a more difficult problem as it considers varying task release time and deadline, concepts that just complicate the working model.
We design a heuristic based on list scheduling that computes an approximate solution for the lowest cost mapping given a coalition S. The heuristic assumes that minimizing the total cost results in maximizing the service provider's profit. Service providers can use the following algorithm, MinCost, to compute a mapping for any coalition S that approximately minimizes cost.
Algorithm 1 (MinCost):
Create a priority queue T Q i ordered by non-increasing cost for tuples (T i , G j , c(T i , G j )) for any i and j 3. Create an empty priority queue Q ordered by non-increasing cost for tuples
Q.enqueue ← T Q i .dequeue 6. for i = 1, 2, . . . , n do 7.
d i ← 0 8. while not Q.empty do 9.
(
else if T Q i .empty then 13.
π GAP ← GAP(T , S, c, t, d, P ) 14.
if the cost of π GAP exceeds P or the makespan of π GAP exceeds d then 15.
return NOT FEASIBLE 16. else 17.
return π GAP 18. else 19.
Q.enqueue ← T Q i .dequeue 20. return π In MinCost, the fully polynomial time (FPTAS) GAP [34] computes an (1 + ǫ)-approximate map, where 0 < ǫ < 1, for the GSPs in coalition S. If we give it P as the cost bound and d as the time bound, it computes a mapping π S for coalition S that approximately satisfies the following constraints:
The resulting mapping will be within (1 + ǫ) of both the deadline and payment. MinCost uses a simple heuristic to find a mapping π S with the lowest cost. The heuristic functions as follows: of all the remaining tasks without assignment, task T ∈ T is assigned to G ∈ S if it is the lowest cost assignment and only if the assignment does not result in G exceeding the deadline. For each task T i , for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, there is a priority queue T Q i that orders tuples (T i , G j , c(T i , G j )), for any i and j, by nondecreasing costs. The priority queue Q contains one tuple for each task ordered by non-decreasing cost. If the lowest cost task T i in Q does does not exceed the deadline for service provider G j , then T i is assigned to G j . Otherwise, the tuple is discarded and then the next lowest cost tuple in T Q i is dequeued and immediately inserted in Q. If we are unable to determine a mapping by using the list scheduling heuristic, we fallback to the GAP algorithm. GAP always obtains a feasible approximate mapping if such a mapping exists. All the priority queue operations require worst-case time Θ(|T ||S| log |S|).
A mapping π S as determined by MinCost may have service providers without any tasks assigned to them. These GSPs are safely removed from the coalition as doing so does not require modifying the mapping or costs. The only impact is increased profits for the active members of the coalition.
Even if a task assignment heuristic is found that takes constant time, coalition formation would still require an exponential amount of time due to the determination of the mappings for all possible coalitions and the necessary backward induction.
We present an example of coalition formation for a five-task program and three GSPs. The order of rule for this example is {G 1 G 2 , G 2 G 3 , G 1 G 3 }. The costs and execution times are presented in Table I and Table II , respectively. We provide examples to further elucidate the information contained in the tables. From Table I , GSP G 2 incurs 5 units of cost if it executes either T 3 , T 4 , or T 5 and it incurs 2 units of cost for executing either T 1 or T 2 . If G 2 executes the entire program, it incurs cost 2 + 2 + 5 + 5 + 5 = 19. GSP G 2 executes T 1 in 4 units of times as can be seen from Table II . If G 2 executes the entire program, then the program completes in time 4 + 2 + 4 + 2 + 2 = 14. Assume that the user has specified a deadline d = 10 and a payment P = 20. Each GSP computes a mapping and a cost for the mapping for each coalition using MinCost. The mappings for each coalition are given in Table III . The profit per member for each coalition is presented in Table IV . Four strategies are the result of backward induction, but all strategies lead to the same outcome of coalitions S 1 = {G 1 , G 3 } and S 2 = {G 2 }. Service provider G 2 will not offer its resources as it cannot execute the program 
S
Profit before its deadline. Therefore, S 1 will execute the program.
It is likely that GSPs would have differing heuristics when determining coalitions. Some of the heuristics would produce better solutions than the one we offered. Before a link is formed, a party could convince the other by disclosing the structure of a coalition and its associated mapping. This process guides the coalition formation. The sharing of information complicates the formation process though as the GSPs have differing ideas of the preferred coalitions and the solutions given by backward induction may be inaccurate. But this does not hinder coalition formation.
The result of coalition formation is a set S = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S k } of coalitions. Any of the coalitions in S are able to finish the program by the deadline d and within the given cost constraint. Thus, each of them can potentially execute the program. To resolve this issue, we randomly choose one to execute the program. If we base the decision on further criteria (e.g., minimizing makespan, lowest cost), the GSPs would solve a program similarly to (5) but including additional objectives or constraints further imposed by the criteria.
V. VIRTUAL ORGANIZATION FORMATION FRAMEWORK
In this section we show how the coalition formation model presented above is used to form VOs in grid computing systems. Grid computing systems comprise geographically distributed machines, controlled and operated by independent, autonomous GSPs. We assume that these organizations exhibit welfare maximizing behavior. We propose a framework that brings together users and service providers and supports the VO formation process in order to execute user programs.
We are proposing a resource management system, the Virtual Organization Formation Manager (VOFM), to support coalition formation among GSPs. The VOFM is implementable as a middleware component and it would be supported by the grid implementation. Instances of the VOFM would be replicated across a grid system allowing users and GSPs to interact with a local copy.
The architecture of the VOFM is presented in Figure 3 . VOFM manages several lists. VO formation begins by service providers notifying the VOFM of their readiness to perform work. The VOFM records the GSPs on the GSP ready list, G = {G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G m }. A user submits her program, T = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T n }, and the associated program decomposition and execution profiles to the VOFM. Additionally, the user submits the amount she will pay, P , if the program is executed to completion before the deadline, d. The VOFM records T , P , d and profiles on the program pending list, and notifies the GSPs in G that a program is pending. Each service provider G j , for j = 1, 2, . . . , m, retrieves the program details and estimates the costs c(T 1 , G j ), c(T 2 , G j ), . . . , c(T n , G j ) and execution times t(T 1 , G j ), t(T 2 , G j ), . . . , t(T n , G j ). Denote by
k } the set of GSPs that have committed. VO formation proceeds among the GSPs in G ′ . In order for a GSP G ′ h , for h = 1, 2, . . . , k, to choose its preferred VO, it must determine the value of each of the 2 k possible coalitions. Determining the value requires the computation of a mapping. As we discussed earlier, these computations will require an exponential amount of time, and thus significantly reduce the available time for program execution. Additionally, these computations cost money that may not be necessarily recovered. Therefore, the service providers will be induced to employ heuristics. Good heuristics would increase profits and give GSPs economic advantages over their peers. An example of a heuristic that can be employed by GSPs is MinCost which was proposed in Section IV. Consequently, it would be unlikely that the GSPs would share algorithms. But it is to the advantage of a GSP to disclose its preferred VO (coalition) and its associated mapping. This permits the other members of the GSP's preferred VO to evaluate options and if welfare maximizing, come to the same conclusion. Fortunately, a given coalition and mapping are easily verified in linear time by other parties.
There are few strategies for a GSP to determine its preferred VO in a limited amount of time. A GSP may compute its preferred VO by examining all possible VOs consisting of fewer than k GSPs. Another strategy is to randomly generate VOs in which it is a member.
Each service provider transmits its preferred VO and mapping to the VOFM, which dispenses the information to the others. For large k, the number of coalitions with known values will be minute when compared against the total number of possible candidates. This is problematic as coalitional game theory at the very minimum assumes that the coalition values are computable. Thus, we must assign a value to these novalue coalitions. If the GSP's preferences are modeled as risk structures. A GSP determines the VO that it will form based on its profit. Additionally, the GSPs are assumed to be farsighted. They employ backward induction to investigate what the final coalitions (VOs) will appear as. Backward induction requires computing the value of all possible coalitions, which in itself, requires determining a task mapping. This process requires an exponential amount of time, thus GSPs will use heuristics to determine mappings and coalitions. The heuristics would be considered private to a given GSP, but fortunately, a mapping can be verified in linear time by the other GSPs. This allows them to decide in feasible time on whether to join or not the coalition. Using the above model, we proposed a resource management system, the Virtual Organization Formation Manager (VOFM), that supports VO formation among GSPs. VOFM is implemented as a middleware component with support from the grid implementation.
For future work, we plan to investigate by simulation the VO formation framework presented in this paper. We are interested in comparing the distributed approach presented in this paper to an approach that makes centralized scheduling decisions. In the framework, we assume that providers specify their costs truthfully. We would like to examine ways to extend the model in which providers misreport their costs. Finally, we plan to build a VOFM prototype.
